We show that the FIX type theory introduced by Crole and Pitts 3] can be encoded in variants of Abadi and Cardelli's object calculi. More precisely, we show that the FIX type theory presented with judgements of both equality and operational reduction can be translated into object calculi, and the translation proved sound. In the case of operational reductions, we introduce a variant of Abadi and Cardelli's system Ob .
Motivation
The results presented here are founded on the FIX type theory introduced by Crole and Pitts in 3]; and the object type theories (calculi) introduced by Abadi and Cardelli in 1]. We shall assume that readers are familiar with these theories, and more generally with type theories possessing judgements of both equality, and operational reduction. A good general reference for (dependent) type theory is the book 10]. For operational reduction, see for example 2, 4, 6, 8, 11, 12, 13] . We shall give brief summaries of the rules which generate judgements of the FIX type theory when we feel it is especially useful to do so; otherwise, to prevent undue repetition, we ask that readers consult the original references. Abadi and Cardelli have shown that object calculi are highly expressive, leading to the principle that \everything is an object". Various people (see for example 5]) have provided evidence for this, in the form of examples, and simple translations or encodings. One of the key properties of object calculi is that their operational semantics are \highly recursive", and as a simple consequence of this Abadi and Cardelli have also shown that such calculi model recursion operators. These observations lead to the questions 1. Can a rich type theory such as FIX be soundly translated into, that is, encoded in, object calculi? 2. Can this be done in a way which uni es those examples given by Abadi and Cardelli (and others). 3. Will the encoding tell us anything about the way in which object calculi model other type systems, or indeed about objects themselves.
In this short paper we answer these questions. The answer to (1) is yes. This is not, perhaps, surprising. However, FIX is quite rich, is useful in that it provides a metalanguage for a great deal of denotational semantics, and is itself a programming language. Because of this we feel that the details and sense of the encoding are certainly interesting, and indeed may prove useful in future work on the expressiveness of object calculi. Further, in response to (2), we have also e ected the encoding in a uniform way, which sheds some light on how to perform object encodings in general. We return to (3) in the conclusions. The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2 we review the material on which the rest of the paper is based. In Section 3 we give a translation of FIX into an object calculus (which is sound for equational judgements). In Section 4 we prove this soundness. In Section 5 we repeat the steps of the previous two sections for judgements of reduction. In Section 6 we look at FIX de nable xpoints in the objects setting. Finally, in Section 7 we conclude.
Background Material
We outline the type theories used in this paper. For general background on type theory, see 10]. The theory FIX was introduced by Pitts and the author; please see 3] for further details. This theory is simply typed, with types given by the grammar ::= K FIX j x j j + j ) j T where K FIX is an arbitrary ground type (such as natural numbers). The terms M are given in Figure 1 where v ranges over a xed set of variables. Note that while we have presented a formal term grammar, we shall often use a suggestive notation to indicate the types of terms, such as P for a pair (term of type : are valid type assignments. We give the rules for deriving the lazy one-step reductions, which are not present in 3], in Figure 2 . The system is lazy as we regard constructor terms as fully evaluated (and hence such terms do not feature as reductands in the rules). We do not describe a notion of value, as we do not consider evaluation semantics 7] in this paper. Although we ask that the reader be familiar with the FIX theory, we remind the reader of the ideas behind the simple domain theoretic model of FIX , which will help to give meaning to those parts of FIX which are associated with computation types 9] and the xpoint type. We model types as (bottomless) !cpos, and type assignments as continuous functions. Let the free type variables occuring in the i , and M must appear in X 1 ; : : : ; X n ], and the free term variables occuring in M must appear in 
A Sound Translation For Equality Judgements
Now we address the central topic of this paper, namely an encoding of FIX into OBJ. The \uniformity" of the encoding is based on the following idea. It is well understood that the simply typed lambda calculus with constants, L, can be used as a metalanguage into which other type theories T can be \uniformly" translated 10]. Variable binders in T are modelled by abstraction in L, constructors and destructors by L constants, and equalities in T by (non-logical) equalities in L. We propose a Principle: OBJ can be thought of as replacing L, variable binding is captured by object updates and object \self" binding, and the equalities in T are captured by choice of object labels, together with the logical equalities of OBJ. In order to give the encoding, we rst make some auxiliary de nitions of types and terms in Figure 4 . We write " def = &(z)z l to denote a \looping object"; for any object of the form O def = : : : ; l = &(z)z l; : : :], then O l O l : : :. An informal explanation of the de nitions appears shortly. We ask the reader to rst take a look at both the auxiliary de nitions, and also the main de nitions which follow, before we give these informal explanations. We can now illustrate the general pattern of our de nitions by looking at products as a particular example. Our aim is to indicate this pattern by giving an informal explanation where we omit environments and types which would clutter our explanation of the central ideas. The pair constructor has arity two (a pair is built from two terms, M and M 0 , which we call the arguments of the constructor term), and the split destructor has a similar arity, being built from a pair (say P) and a term N which we shall refer to as a context. We refer to N as a context, as the free variables x and y in N are replaced by terms in the equation y. 
Proving Soundness for Equalities
The soundness of the encodings depends on three key lemmas. Given ?`M : , the de nition of ? 7 ! ?] ] is the same as that in Figure 5 , except that we use the auxiliary de nitions given in Figure 7 , and one new clause given in Figure 8 . The soundness of the encodings depends on three key lemmas. We have shown that object calculi can encode many (simple) type systems following a basic principle. This uni es work of Abadi and Cardelli and others. In particular, we have extended such results to the computational let-calculus and to the FIX system. As we remarked at the start, we would certainly expect to be able to do this, but we believe the precise details of the encoding, and its uniformity, are enlightening. Notice that Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, together with Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3, encapsulate the soundness of our translation. It is only those terms and equations associated with the xpoint type which require seperate treatment in the proofs of type soundness and soundness of equalities. Why are functions treated separately? That is, why is it that we need the construct M N (to deal with functions) in addition to M N (which deals with other types except the xpoint type)? The answer is simply that we have used the traditional \application of functions"' as a destructor, rather than to use dependently typed contexts in which the destructor term for functions could be written in the form Funsplit F as x:f(x) in E which would correspond to the destructor terms belonging to the other types. In such a setting, one can expunge the construct M N and use only M N. The details will be presented in the future. Note that Lemmas 4.3 and 5.3 give a universal account of the \update arg and invoke val" pattern that occurs in many of Abadi and Cardelli's examples. One interesting payo is that some of the more obscure objects which Abadi and Cardelli discuss when looking at recursion become transparent through the encoding. Further work includes an account of type theories with higher order contexts and their connection with objects (thus making function encoding completely uniform); looking at implementations of the FIX theories and comparing them with OBJ implementations; a deeper investigation into issues of eager and lazy reduction in the setting of object calculi; and implementing the translations and operational theories in a theorem prover such as Isabelle. Finally I would like to thank Simon Ambler and Neil Ghani (Leicester), Andy Gordon (Microsoft, Cambridge) and Guy McCusker (Oxford) for useful comments.
